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OF IDEAS

Four Ideas To Save The Peace

A thought for today
We will neglect our cities to our peril, for in
neglecting them we neglect the nation.

Celebrating its 70th anniversary, the UN must reform to recover its authority

JOHN F. KENNEDY

Instead of new permanent
members, let us have a new
category of members, serving
a much longer term than the
non-permanent ones, and
eligible for immediate
re-election. In other words
they would be permanent,
provided they retained the
confidence of other member
states. Surely that is more
democratic?

common ground, but to work even
harder to find an effective solution on
which all can agree.
Thirdly, let the Council listen more
carefully to those affected by its
decisions. When they can agree, the permanent members too often deliberate
behind closed doors, without listening
to those whom their decisions most
directly affect. From now on, let them –
and the whole Council – give groups
representing people in zones of conflict
a real chance to inform and influence
their decisions.
And finally, let the Council, and especially its permanent members, make
sure the UN gets the kind of leader it
needs. Let them respect the spirit as well
as the letter of what the Charter says
about choosing a new secretary general,
and no longer settle it by negotiating
among themselves behind closed doors.
Let us have a thorough and open
search for the best qualified candidates,
irrespective of gender or region; let the
Council then recommend more than one
candidate for the General Assembly to
choose from; and let the successful
candidate be appointed for a single,
non-renewable term of seven years.
He or she – and after eight ‘he’s it
is surely time for a ‘she’ – must not be
under pressure to give jobs or concessions to any member state in return for
its support. This new process should be
adopted without delay, so that it can be
used to find the best person to take over
in January 2017.
These four proposals are spelt out in
greater detail in a statement (http://
theelders.org/un-fit-purpose)
issued
today by The Elders. We believe they
form an essential starting point for the
UN to recover its authority. And we call
on the world’s peoples to insist that their
governments accept them, in this, the
UN’s 70th anniversary year.

And when one or more of them do
use the veto in that way let the others
promise not to abandon the search for
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Nelson Mandela.
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Delhi Votes

Record turnout shows voter enthusiasm,
exit polls show Kejriwal comeback

I

t is a mark of the undimmed enthusiasm for electoral democracy
that Delhi has witnessed a record voter turnout of 67% despite
this being the third major election in the national capital in just
over a year. A growing civic consciousness and engagement with the
political process reflected in long queues outside polling booths.
Hope trumped cynicism, a positive sign for a society that is often
accused of turning away from politics. Increasingly politically aware
and aspirational voters are looking for an agenda which mirrors
their daily anxieties: prices, corruption, security, water and power.
Indeed, if exit polls are accurate, trends favour Aam Admi Party
(AAP). While AAP leader Arvind Kejriwal has scripted a remarkable
comeback, the seemingly invincible Narendra Modi and Amit Shahled BJP juggernaut may confront its
first electoral defeat. AAP’s principal
achievement is that it lowered the
barrier between ordinary citizens
and professional politicians, stripping away the mystique of politics
and promoting more citizen engagement with it. Moreover Kejriwal has
learnt from his earlier mistakes and
ran a largely positive and focussed
campaign, coming across as more
chief ministerial than earlier.
It was BJP who ran a bitterly
negative campaign against the AAP
leadership. BJP’s Delhi unit was found wanting and it pitched an
‘outsider’ like Kiran Bedi as a last minute choice for chief ministership, creating division within its ranks. If exit polls are right, then
Kejriwal has tapped into local grievances better than his rivals. The
polls also suggest that Congress is heading for another drubbing.
Traditional Congress voters seem to have shifted to AAP, another
worrying signal for a national party which until just a few years ago
was the dominant force. What may have helped AAP this time is that
most anti-BJP votes went to it rather than to Congress.
The final outcome will be known only on Super Tuesday when
votes are actually counted. But the excitement which has already
accompanied opinion poll findings does suggest that this isn’t being
seen as just another state election but a battle which could reshape
the very nature of urban politics in a changing economy. Traditionally cities were seen as places to extract revenue, to be spent pursuing
patronage politics in villages where true electoral rewards
lay. But the new emphasis on urbanisation and citizen engagement
may be ringing the death knell for such traditional politics.

Pataliputra Breach
As Manjhi defies Nitish, JD(U)’s
infighting will play into BJP’s hands

W

hen Nitish Kumar took moral responsibility last year for his
party’s rout in the Lok Sabha election to step down as chief
minister, no one really expected that his replacement Jitan
Ram Manjhi would become a parallel power centre. The appointment
of a Dalit leader as chief minister was always meant to be a symbolic
move in Bihar’s complicated political chessboard of caste. Manjhi
was expected to be a cipher and Nitish the power behind the throne.
The second act in this drama in Patna, with Manjhi resisting his
party’s decision to expel him and digging in his heels to oppose Nitish
Kumar’s return has muddied JD(U)’s internal dynamics and demonstrated vividly the problems of diarchic rule. If Nitish’s first
strategic blunder was breaking up his alliance with
BJP, his second has been putting up Manjhi in his
stead as a ploy to keep the seat warm for him.
Manjhi has already recommended dissolution
of Bihar’s assembly, has a minimum quorum of
seven ministers supporting him and has met
BJP’s top leaders.
He has signalled in the past that crossing over to
BJP is an option if he is forced out. Twenty-one ministers remain loyal to Nitish who also has the support of
130 legislators in total. Assembly elections are due later this year
but could be precipitated sooner than that. BJP will be watching the
woes of its one-time ally in glee. BJP won, along with its allies, 31 of
Bihar’s 40 Lok Sabha seats in 2014. While renewed opposition unity
checked its advance during recent by-elections, the fratricidal war
within JD(U) can only play into its hands. If the assembly is dissolved and elections brought forward, BJP can plan to compensate
its anticipated defeat in Delhi by winning in Bihar.
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eventy years ago, the United Nations
was founded “to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war”.
Looking around the world today,
the least one can say is that it is not
fully succeeding in this mission. From
Nigeria through the Middle East to
Afghanistan and Ukraine, millions are
dying from that scourge, or imminently
threatened by it, and the UN seems
powerless to save them.
We have four ideas for making it
stronger and more effective.
A big part of the problem is that the
Security Council, which is supposed to
maintain world peace and security on
behalf of all member states, no longer
commands respect – certainly not from
armed insurgents operating across
borders, and often not from the UN’s
own members.
Throughout the world, and especially in the Global South, people struggle to
understand why, in 2015, the Council is
still dominated by the five powers that
won World War II. They are more and
more inclined to question its authority
and the legitimacy of its decisions.
We ignore this threat at our peril.
Times have changed since 1945, and the
Council must adapt.
Almost everyone claims to favour
expanding the Security Council, to
include new permanent members, but
for decades now states have been unable
to agree who these should be, or whether,
like the existing ones, they should have
the power to veto agreements reached
by their fellow members.
Our first idea aims to break this
stalemate. Instead of new permanent
members, let us have a new category of
members, serving a much longer term
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than the non-permanent ones, and
eligible for immediate re-election. In
other words they would be permanent,
provided they retained the confidence
of other member states. Surely that is
more democratic?
Secondly, we call on the five existing
permanent members to give a solemn
pledge. They must no longer allow their
disagreements to mean that the Council
fails to act, even when – for instance,
as currently in Syria – people are
threatened with atrocious crimes.
Let the five promise never to use
the veto just to defend their national
interests, but only when they genuinely
fear that the proposed action will do more
harm than good to world peace and to the
people concerned. In that case, let them
give a full and clear explanation of the alternative they propose, as a more credible
and efficient way to protect the victims.

‘Unlike medieval Europe, India’s
intellectual climate was free and tolerant’
French-born academic Michel Danino
is a specialist on Indian history and
science, and currently a guest professor
at IIT Gandhinagar. Speaking with
Seema Kamdar, Danino discussed
achievements of ancient Indian civilisation, why these didn’t produce crucial
modern research – and whether ancient
Indians also knew how to fly planes:

India was free and tolerant of dissent.
Centuries ahead of Europe, Brahmagupta envisaged mathematical infinity and
proposed that zero and infinity are mutually inverse notions. In fact, the concept of
infinity underlies much of Indian science –
also the infinitesimal.
Many of those techniques of algebra
and astronomy travelled to Persia
and Arabia. Some went to medieval
Europe. Overall, texts suggest the
flow of mathematics was much
more out of India than into it.
 But why didn’t Indian science mature
into path-breaking modern science?
Well, there were many complex factors at
play – the destruction of centres of learning
from the 11th century onward led to a fragmentation of the scientific community.
Also, there was a relative lack of royal
patronage to science. And there was a lack
of desire to expand beyond India’s borders
through conquests – let’s not forget that
colonialism in Europe was a prime engine
for science and technological progress.
 Speaking of technology, is there
evidence to indicate ancient Indians
knew how to make planes?
No – although ancient India did have the
concept of flying machines.
Vimanas are mentioned in
the Ramayana and other
texts, leading enthusiasts to
confuse conceptualisation with
implementation.
Greek mythology mentioned a
winged stallion, Pegasus, but there
was no such animal. Like the vimana, this reflects an aspiration to fly, nothing more.

Q&A

 Amidst current debates over
ancient India’s accomplishments, what were some key
scientific breakthroughs?
Well, Indians made major contributions to a vast number of fields, especially
mathematics, astronomy, metallurgy, alchemy, medicine and agriculture. India’s
water harvesting and management techniques are something we can still learn
from. Metallurgical advancements, like
the corrosion-resistant iron pillar in Delhi’s Qutub complex, were other achievements. There were texts on sustainable
agriculture – today, we talk of organic
farming but it was practised widely.
Fields Medal awardee Manjul Bhargava recently said much of pre-modern
mathematics has foundations in India.
The 8th to 6th century Shulbasutras knew
the Pythagoras theorem. Modern Arabic
numerals originated in India. The decimal place-value numeral system evolved
in India around the 3rd or 4th century AD.
Aryabhata conceived the earth as a rotating sphere in space, which causes the
apparent rising and setting of the sun.
Varahamihira disagreed and Brahmagupta derided Aryabhata – but unlike medieval Europe, the intellectual climate in

 There’s debate over teaching Indian schoolchildren Sanskrit today –
your take?
Students should certainly be exposed
to India’s knowledge systems, at least to
major accomplishments – why should
they not know, for example, that the
decimal notation of numbers the world
uses is of Indian origin?
The University of St Andrews in
Scotland has an extensive repository on
mathematicians of India – no Indian
university offers any data.
However, there are reliable translations of original texts. So,
knowledge of Sanskrit isn’t necessary to introduce
students to the
field. Of course,
it’s indispensable
for the serious researcher.

theysaidit
Two things which
gave AAP an edge:
solid organisation
down to booth level
and positive campaign
through Delhi
Dialogue. BJP
did the rest
for us!
– Yogendra Yadav

Every day is a new
day ... Only thing
constant and
predictable is
the sunrise

– Kiran Bedi

Manjhi’s
boat never
sinks
– Jitan Ram Manjhi

dilbert

Sacredspace
Joy & Sorrow
I say unto you, joy and
sorrow are inseparable.
Together they come, and
when one sits, alone with
you at your board, remember
that the other is asleep
upon your bed.

Mera vote, mera selfie
Vanity, thy name is the vote and everyone’s
a khas aadmi on voting day
Sagarika.Ghose@timesgroup.com

On voting day for Delhi Assembly polls, that familiar rough
magic of representative democracy was in the air. In 1947
many laughed at Jawaharlal Nehru. The vote in the hands of a
country where almost 70% were dirt poor and only 12% were
literate? But Chacha Nehru was no mean uncle and the
Founding Fathers were Daddy Cool when it came to voting
rights. Every Indian got the vote, and today six decades after Independence,
almost every Indian has an inked finger selfie too.
Cast your vote but didn’t take a selfie? You failed in your democratic duty! After PM Modi’s famous selfie after the general elections, a selfie is the new voter ID,
and TV channels and social media are flooded with the narcissism of democracy.
Thanks to the Prime Time blitz, politics is high fashion and voting is a vanity fad.
Of course there’s still apathy. According to a CSDS survey while there’s been
a big leap in the participation of the poor in voting, voter turnout among
middle classes fell substantially between 1971 and 1996. In south Mumbai even
after the 26/11 terrorist attacks, the broccoli brigade so energetic in
street protests, simply could not be bothered to stand in queue.
But we Delhiites always put Mumbai to shame when it comes to
voting. As the internet joke goes, blase Mumbaikars may not vote
because there’s no valet parking in the booth, there’s no home delivery of
voting, and there are no hotties among the candidates, but in Delhi we are much
more enthusiastic. After all, when the Chadhas see the Chopras go out to vote in
their Lancer then how can they possibly resist the temptation to overtake them
from the left in their SUVs in the race to the booth?
Apart from the selfie, there are other added attractions for us Delhiites:
Auntyji may be asked for a sound bite by a TV crew or maybe get a chance to
stand in line with Joint Secretary saheb. Vote an idea, sirjee! Remember that
important moment for citizen power during the General Elections when actor
Chiranjeevi was sternly asked by a voter to take his place in the queue? Now
there’s a democratic selfie. The selfie is a self-respect moment, the inked finger
held aloft bears the same colour for all, blue blood or not, because on voting day
everyone is a VIP with a smart phone, and every photographed finger declares
that it’s written a nation’s history.

Kahlil Gibran

Shouldering The Burden Of Others
Shri Shri Anandamurti

s the misery less even if one is
bound with chains made of gold?
No, bondage is bondage whether
chains are made of gold or iron.
The bondage of satkarma, good
actions, is that of gold, and that of
asatkarma, bad actions, iron. Both
are to be broken off. One has to
refrain from bad actions so that iron
chains might not be forged; and
good actions are to be effected, but
offer the golden chains at the feet of
Paramatma, saying: “I do not desire
the fruits of my good actions, I offer
them to You.”
As long as the physical body exists,
some actions are bound to be performed. No one can help doing actions.
Respiration is itself an action. Even
if one does not desire any action and
sleeps, then that sleep, too, is an
action. Good, and not bad actions,
must be performed, which too are to
be offered to the Supreme. Now the
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question arises whether the reactions
will be just (equal) to the actions, or
less, or more. Equal and opposite
reaction is the rule, but then, whether
the enjoyment of the reaction of
actions is purely psychic or physicopsychic is to be seen.
Where the action is purely mental,
the reaction will be just equal
to it. But the reaction of
physico-psychic action does
not affect the mind cent per
cent. If the mind is not
affected by physico-psychic
action, nothing happens. If
there be some quantity of the
reaction of physico-psychic
action (that affects the body),
in that case, the reaction will
be much more than the action
performed. The mind will be
affected just according to the
psychic action – that is the
case with psychic actions. Action in
the pure physical sphere does not
affect the mind. The pure psychic

coupled with the physical of a
physico-psychic reaction, add up to
produce a greater reaction. So the
quantity of reaction in case of a physico-psychic action becomes much
greater. Hence one should be careful.
There are so many grades of
spiritual practitioner. Some wish to
exhaust their samskaras as
soon as possible and accept
whatever is due. Others say,
“I am ready to bear the
fruits of my own actions
and bear the samskaras
(reactions to past actions)
of others.”
Some want to carry
the burdens of others so
that others might not be in
trouble. The practitioner
reaches a stage where
complete devotion is
aroused for the Supreme.
Then one remains unaffected even if
a cyclone of misery attacks him. The
sadhaka of that stage is called
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‘dagdhabiija’ or ‘burnt seed’. A
dagdhabiija comes within the range
of the psychic directly.
Biija means ‘seed’. Wherever a
seed is sown, it sprouts into a plant;
but where the seed is burnt, a plant is
not produced. A sadhaka becomes
dagdhabiija when he has no more
pain or pleasure of his own. One
who has surrendered in toto is
dagdhabiija. All carry their own
burdens, but if a dagdhabiija sadhaka
so desires, he can carry the burdens
of others also. And those who want to
carry the burden of others do lessen
the burden of Paramatma indirectly.
You should remember this.
Do not remain worried about
your individual problems at all. Be
prepared to carry your own burden
and be prepared also to carry the
burdens of others. Then alone are
you brave. Be dagdhabiija.
Follow Shri Shri Anandamurti
at speakingtree.in and post your
comments there.

